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isappointing_turnout
r senior portraits
HCK GAD,

Approximately 200 books
.have been sold so far. The
publisher
paid
for
the
photographer and all postage
so the number needed will be
set by them. Whether they go
through with publishing the
book will also be their
decision. The senate will
neither make nor lose money
on the book.
The cost of the books is
$6. 70. The original cost was
SS. 70 but Sl was added for
postage. All yearbooks will be
mailed and cannot be picked
up on campus.
Anyone interested tn purchasing the 1977 TALAHI may
still buy one by contacting the
senate office in Atwood ·
Center.
"This should be done as
soon as possible or hopefully
by the end of the next week,''
Easterday added.
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tst week graduating stus had a cha~ce to leave
· mark at SCS. The event
· coordinated by the
,e nt Senate in an attempt
build interest for a
book.
1e senate mailed appointt authorizations to 1,600
ors giving them a chance
we their pictures taken for
1977 TALAHI. Of the
0, 220 took the opportuBy JACK BIERNAT
to have a free portrait
n and purchase extra
"The
faculty
is
not
:ographs if oesired.
chomping at the bit to strike,''
1' m very disappointed in
stated Arthur Grachek, newly- .
turnout," said David
elected president of the SCS
:erday, vice-president of
Faculty Association.
senate. "I felt more than
"We do not want to harm
should have showed up
the students, in fact the
just hope that when I
faculty would be as adversely
luate there is a chance like
affected as the students in the
one."
event of a strike. No one
1sterday said the last r-----------------------lishing of the T ~LAHI was
1970-71. An effort was
,e last year to put together
arbook, but there was not
Alan Greenspan, former Chairman of the Council of
1gh sales, so the publisher
Economic Advisors under former President Ford, will
sed to make a book for
lecture on economic policy and theory at the Economic
e interested.
Education Winter Institute today at 9 a.m. in the A~ood
ttls year, the senate tried
ballroom.
1romote the yearbook by
The purpose of the economics institute is to bri~g in
g posters, sending letters
some prorpinent people in econo!llicS and economic
the 1,600 seniors and
education today to help equip people to make better
ring t~ various organizaeconomic decisions, according to Andrew Nappi, SCS
s at SCSU a chance to be a
economics instructor.
in the yearbook. So far
"-The-speakers are people that help to make policies at
response has been very
the highest levels of government, " Nappi said.
imal.
Greenspan will talk about the economic highlights of the
We are allotted
12 / Ford administration and his reactions to Carter's economic
>ductory
pages,
with
policies .
.ires such as buildings or
Royall Brandis, professor 6f Economics at the
ents sitting around camUniversity of Illinois and author of several economic texts,
" Easterday said.
will be talking about basic introductory economics courses
To get the book larger, we
at 12:45 p.m. Brandis will cover the objectives to make
trying to sell pages to
economics a viable course of study at the college level.
:rent organizations on
Brandis states in his paper, "Principles of the
pus."
Economics Course and the Course of Economics, " that
hat way the organization
economics is relevant to everyone, even children.
tl publicize it's activities
The institute will also have award-winning elementary
give
its
members
and secondary teachers demonstrating their methods and
ething to remember the materials for communicating economic.s.
,ol year by, Easterday
"This program should be meaningful to anyone,"
Nappi said. "We live in an economic world. The more a
person knows about economics, the better his decisions in
life will be. It' s not just for econ or social majors."

of St.·Cloud State·Universi1y

Gra~hek: Faculty not arixious
to harm students bY striking

Greenspan to address ·institute .

comes away from a strike the administration's proposed
smiling," he added.
$4,585 in total compensation
Grachek said the position of over a two-year period is
the Inter Faculty Organization misleading.
is that the legality of a faculty
The term "total compensastrike is an unclear area. He tion" includes all fringe
said that if and when the benefits in addition to salary
decision to strike came, the increases, Grachek said. Since
faculty would evaluate the · the Board' s offer leaves half of
legality and risks involved. I the 10 percent salary increase
Grachek went on to emphasize over the next two year·s ·at the
that he did not believe that discretion of the campus
striking was the issue at han~ president, Grachek said it
at the moment.
would mean that some faculty
However, if the faculty were members could recieve less
forced to strike, Grachek said than the $4 585 the adminishe believes it w~mld be the tration ·cl;ims they will
fault of the State University receive.
The
faculty
is
Board. The faculty is making presently de!llanding a 22
reasonable demands, there- percent salary increase over
fore the Board has no reason the next two years.
not to negotiate, he said.
Furthermore, Grachek said
"If the Board refuses to he did not believe the faculty
negotiate or refuse arbitra- · was making any "overly-outtion, then they are forcing us rageous " demands on the
into a position where we have administration. He pointed
to strike, ...or we can lay down
and die, " Grachek observed
dryly.
IFO
In addition, Grachek said Continued on page 10

Media committee recommends
censuring of Chronicle editor
By GAIL. HOWELL

The mass· media committee
voted Tuesday to send a
recommendation to SCS Pres.
Charles Graham censuring
Chronicle Editor-in-Chief Vic
Ellison.
A censure, acting media
committee chairperson Robert
Becker explained,
is
a
chastising or warning, more
serious than a reprimand, but
not .quite as severe as
suspension.
The motion originally called
for a recommendation to
remove Ellison from his
position, based upon a misuse
of student funds, which
constitutes a substantial and
compelling reason for removal, according to the
motion's maker Kevin Costigan.
" There
has
been
a
misuse," Costigan charged. It
is very serious when a check is
endorsed by an editor in
someone else's name, he
added.
Ellison was charged by the
Student Activities Committee
for alledgedly misusing student honoraria funds. Ellison
allotted Chronicle· advertising
•✓ Michael Loftus
salesperson Carol Brooks
11 Costigan, left, and Pat Corcoran called for the media committee's recommendation to
,ve Chronicle Editor Vic Ellison.
- Ellison honoraria. Advertising

salespersons work for a
commission and are therefore
ineligible to receive honoraria.
Brooks Ellison received the
funds under the name of
another student. The student,
Nancy West, gave permission
to use her name to receive the
funds. West was student
teaching in Minneapolis, but
had worked on the fall
orientation issue of the
Chronicle.
Ellison said he never denied
the actions. He also said that
some former Chronicle staff
members knew .of the decision
to allocate the money and had
a chance to add input on the
decision, but they did not.
"I believe a reprimand is in
order, but I do not believe
action such as removal is in
·order. I believe the motion is
unfair and should be looked at
carefully, ' ' Ellison- said. ·
Chronicle advisor
Fran
Voelker, who is also a media
committee member, voted to
amend
the
motion
by
substituting the word censure
for removal. Voelker said that
he i-s accountable to the
Chronicle and not to individMedia Committee
Continued on page 10
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Events Calendar'Senior capitalizes on weathe
by serving as car-starter

Today

By S. BEJWSTROM

Film: ''Psycho'' Alfred Hitchcock thriller starring Janet Le.igh
Cold weather may create
and Anthony Perkins, 3:30 and 7:30 p.m. Atwood Theatre.
anxiety
for many SCS car
Free.
owners,
but
for Rick Renslow,
Hockey-SCS vs. Mankato State 7:30 p.m. at Mankato.
a senior in industrial arts, it
11'!-eans possible ~mployment.
Saturday, February 12
Renslow is the originator of
the
University Car . Starting
Film: "The Wind and the Lion" (1975) starring Sean Connery
Service.
·
and Candice Bergen. 8 p.m. Atwood Ballroom. Free with I.D.
Women's basketball-University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire vs.
SCS 1 p.m. at Halenbeck.
Hockey-SCS vs. Mankato Stae 7:30 p.m. at Mankato.
Wrestling-Michigan Tech vs. SCS 7:30 p.m. at Halenbeck.
Atwood will be offering 100
Men's basketball-SCS vs. Michigan Tech 7:30 p.m. at
chances
to express love
Michigan.
Men's swlmmlng-SCS vs. Southwest State 1:30 p.m. at Monday for Valentine's Day
with the sale of 100 carnations
Southwest.
'
Men's gymnastics-Oshkosh Invitational 11 a.m. at Oshkosh. of various colors at 90 cents
each.
"We only have 100 because
Sunday, February 13
we want to 'make sure we sell
Film: "The Wind and the Lion" 8 p.m. Atwood Ballroom. them and they don't keep;
they're like Christmas trees,
Free with I.D.
Cross-country skiing with Sierra Club 1 p.m. Whitney Park. so when they're gone, they're
gone," Atwood Director Gary
Bartlett said.
Monday, February 14
''We
chose
carnations
instead of roses because roses
Snowshoe Clinic 5-8 p.m. Atwood Outings Center.
are extremely hard to get and
we'd have to sell them for
Tuesday, February l_S
, about $1.50 apiece," Bartlett
Guitarist Barry Drake 8 p.m. Coffeehouse Apocalypse.
said. "It's a nice rememWrestllng-Mankato vs. SCS 7:30 p.m. Halenbeck. Alumni brance on the day commemornight.
.
ated for lovers and should
, bring a ' lot of cheer and
happiness."
Wednesday, February 16

Camations on sale

Film: "Midnight Cowboy" starring Jon Voight and Dustin
Hoffman. Atwood Theatre 7:30 p.m. Free.
"Community Corrections Seminar" featuring State
Corrections Board member Don Selgar. Civic-Penney Room,
Atwood, 10 a.m.
"Crime In America: Is it a booming business?" Panelists
California Attorney Leonard Weinglass; U.S. District Judge
Miles Lord; Special Assistant to the Minnesota State Attorney
General Craig Forsman, and Don Selgar. 2 p.m. Atwood
Civic-Penney Room.
"Politics and Crime" Discussion by Leonard Weinglass who
has defended such figures as Jane Fonda, Russle Means,
Angela Davis and William and Emily Harris. 7:30 p.m. Atwood
Ballroom.
Men's basketball-SCS vs. Minnesota-Morris 7:30 p.m. At
Morris.
Thursday, February 17

"I got the idea for a car
starting service last fall when I
bought my , truck," Renslow
said. "During the summer,
and on occasional weekends
throughout the year, I work at
a Standard station in the Twin
Cities. It was there I had the
opportunity to buy a used
starting unit. Put the two
together and you're in
business.''
_ The starting unit is a gas
engine hooked up to an
airplane generator, according
to Renslow. The unit is
anchored in the bed of his
1967 yellow, Ford pick-up
truck.
"Business does well when
the temperature is 10 degrees
and below,'' Renslow said.
'' Any warmer and most cars
will start."

Renslow has advertisec
24-hour service through di
bution of printed calling c
in residence halls and
word-of-mouth.
''I mainly service
university students," Rem
said. "I thought we need«
less, expensive service
campus.''
. Renslow claims his rates
reasonable, charging appr
mately $4 per call as comp~
to many area stations 1
charge $5-6 per call.
"Many people think
crazy to work out in
freezing temperature, b
enjoy colder . weather. A
way, maybe I can h
someone out and at the sa
time help pay for some of
school costs,'' Renslow sa

The
''breakfast
experts''
0,,,,, # ~

118 Sl;xth Avenue South

49uar antttll
t}trftd
~ring your sweetheart to

NEWMAN TERRACE PIZZA
for a heart-shaped pizza
on
Valentlnes Day
253-2131

"Crime Prevention" featuring Robert Crew, Director of the
Minnesota Governor's Commission on crime prevention and
control. 10 a.m Atwood Civic-Penney Room.
"Dealing with Crimes Against Women" featuring Deborat.
Anderson, director of the Sexual Assualt Services, a division of
the Hennepin ~ounty Attorney's Office.
Snowshoe Clinic 5-8 p.m Atwood Outings Center.
Women's swimming-MAIA W State Meet at Halenbeck.
Through the 19th.

EVERYTHING YOU NEtD FOR A

REAL EST ATE LICENSE ·
IS JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY
612 - 253-5586

S~i,oh J ~SIC.,. utt
921 SPRUCE DR .• ST.CL.~D.MN 56301

A11,ew-, {)l'\ ~tal csi~fc.

Fast Delivery Service - Call 253-2131

GRANITE CITY
·P AWNSHOP
519 2nd St. l\Jo. St. Cloud, Minnesota

Buy & Sell - Small Loans
Excess Abundance of
Unclaimed Merchandise

Perfect Keepsake diamonds of fine white color,
and precise cut. Permanently registered and protected against loss.

Keepsake®
Registered Diamond Rings

OPEN - l0a.m. - 6p.m. Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Sat.
PHONE: 252-7736

Shop Granite City Pawn Shop
for the best prices in town .
\

CROSSROAOSCENTER ·

lllnp flom ,100 to ,10,000

T,od,-Muk 11,.
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•rofessor explains origins·of African tribe ·
JOEL STOTIRUP

Jniversity of Minnesota
tory professor Lasine .Kaba
med his lecture on the
mdinka culture' Tuesday
:ning at SCS with a
ordine of Mandinka music.
~aba explained- the origins
the African Mandinka
ilization and critiqued the
,C-TV presentation of the
rel ''Roots,'' by Alex
ley.
Kaba gave credit to the
vel in that "it gives
rson'al dimensions to historLl events and makes them
)re memorable, but that
tley tried to cover too much
a time span with just about
ree years of research.

"It also would have been
more significant to have
opened tbe series · with
Mandinka music rather than
that of Quincy Jones,' ' Kaba
said. The Mandinka music
style. is reminiscent o! . the
Spamsh and Arab traditions
that influenced thei.r civilization."
Kaba said that in ab~ut
600 A.D., Arabs came down
from their areas and.settled in
North Africa, bringing 'the
Islamic.religion. In about 1100
A.D., , Berbers · from North
Africa
moved ·southward
invading the Ghana Empire
causing it to collapse. Over a
period of about 300 years, the
Berbers had converted to the
Islamic religion, he said.

_, t~-/Brit

-<i}iamoJUI
ASK ABOUT OUR ·
STU
T DISCOUN

Crossroads Shopping Center

St. Cloud

Open 10 'I ii 9 p.m. weekdays , Saturday 9:30 'til 6 p.m.

· ·

·

The Mandinka culture, derstood in ."Roots," he said.
Kaba said, was then encom"A man's success in the
passing most of North Africa. Mandinka culture was mea' The Mandinka culture, which sured according to · the
i~cluded • people's , having blessings o his mother and he
· variations
of one
main .carries her name; He remains
, language, adopted _m uch of a slave to his _ mother
I the Islamic religion but kept _1 throughout
his life even
its traditional Mandinka ways, though it diminishes someKaba said.
what with age," he said.
"The culture should be
Haley also didn't go far
considered one upon which enough with the importa'n ce of
the unity of Black Africa was the extended family, Kaba
created," Kaba said.
' said. "Things are • more
Economic and political ways complex in the Mandinka
of the Islamic world were culture and the extended
incorporated _along with the , family has not disappeared
Mandinka ways, he said.
from the African way of life,"
The Europeans during the he said.,
later times had a drastic
That the series showed the
influence, he said.
father
eating
alone
is
~ 'One misconception was nonsense in the historical
that the Europeans did not go sense, he said. All the family
directly · into the interior to ate together in the Mandinka
capture slaves but had them culture.
supplied to them on the coast
Kaba
sooke
on
the
from raidings by native
Africans. This is not so, and it
debilitated th~ entire Gambian
world, depleting its mo'st
important resource, its human
beings, Kaba said.
·
In critiquing "Roots," Kaba
said, ''It showed a nice male
presence to make every black
male in America proud,'' but
that it slighted the importance
of the woman in the Mandinka
civilization.
Kaba said that the TV series
showed the male giving some ·
disrespect to his mother after
his initiation ceremony into
manhood.
''The first thing in the
Mandinka intiation right is to
respect the women, especially
the mother because he
couldn't ever repay the
,,-mother who gave -herself
competely. This was misun-

misconceptions about P?ly- ·
gyny, the man taking more
than ·one wife.
Some think that pol}',gyny
is considered the lowest
stature for the African woman,
that it is responsible for a high
rate of birth and that it occurs
because a man likes to go to
bed with several women,"
Kaba said.
Polygyny was a means of
enlarging the clan and helped
_provide
child f~r each
woman to raise because so
many died , he said. It also
1made it possible for• a wife to
be responsible for cooking on
one given day during the week
for everyone, Kaba said.
"Many African women
today applaud polygyny and
are unhappy that certain.,. •
governments have abolished
it," he said.

a

WRIGHT
OPTICAL
.
A smal.l optical, lab offering complet,e services.

Hard, 'Wet' & Soflens contacts. 30 DAY TRIAL when advisabl~.
FREE- One Barnes Hind Care Kit for every pair of contacts pow,hed
:luring February. Get Your EYE GLASS PRESCRIPTION filled from a
good selection at reasonable prices. Estimates are available.
WRIGHT OPTICAL
~yes examined by appointment.
)pen Monday Evenings till 8.)pen Saturday b.y appoiD.t ment only.

Plywood, Wallboard, Roofing, Sash and Doors, Redwood
Fencing, Patio Materials, Insulation, Celling TIie, Siding,
Cement, Bullders Hardware, Overhead, Doors, Stanley Tools,
Moldings. Gypsum Boards . .

Lutheran.Communion
..

·6:00 p.m~ , Sunday

Newman Chapel

622½ St. Germain (Over Jupiter Store)
Phone 251-7146

Lasine Kabu lectured an :St,;~ audience ab~ut cultures of the
African Mandinka frlbe.
Photo by Darlene Bless

SUNSHINE
SPECIAL

The
0 Camera
~ Shop .
22 Se'llenth Avenue South.
St. Ooud, Minnesota 56301

Attention students traveling during Sprl~g Quarter Break.
We have a special for you on mm and photofinishing.
Both your fih;n Jmd finishing included in
Color Prints
one low price!

and Finishing
12 ·Exposures $3.75
20 Exposures (1 ~O, 126) $5~45
20 Exposures (135) $5.75
36 Exposures (135) $9.15

Color Slides and Finishing
20 Exposures $3.95 ·
36 Exposures $5.95
All film Is Kodak film. Refund on all unprintable negatives.

Pl,k

u, .r,.,/ RI•Al , R11IMl111 ·"'°'' r,. l:llae
D/111•111 Pt/111 .

Student ID must be presented.

_,

TH IS PROMOTION CAN'T BE USED WITH
ANY OTHER CAMl;RA SHOP DISCOUNT

/

Until I see such infarrnatjon, I will
continue to feel this is not really a
large or serious problem on our
campus.

Leffers
to 111e·editor,
' The Olronlcle encourlgN r..sert to voice their
opinion• through letter■ to the editor, regardl- of
point of view. Letter■ mu,t"be typed, doubl.-.paced
ll'ld contain .,rt of ldentlflc:lllon·.
WIii be
Y91'1fled, ., 11'1 edd,- ll'ISI telephone numb4!f 11
helpful. Anonymoua Jetter■ wlll not be printed,
although n - may be withheld In cenaln · No
form lett• WIii be pubelllhed. The Olronlce r ~ •
the right to edit lengthy letle{1. All lett••• once turned
In to the Olronlce become the Olronlcle'a property and
wlll not be ret,umect .

Lett••

~

Foreign programs.
develop diversity ·
Concerning President Graham's
Nov. 19 letter to the students and
parents· 9r SCS, addressing itself to
tbe issue of cultural diversity admjdst
our campus, we would like to make a
few comments. ·
We are pleased to see that SCS is so
enthusiasti~ally committed to the
seven foreign study programs in
Western Europe. These programs
expose
the
students to
new
educational settings and various
cultural environments.
tional education enhances respect and
appreci~tion for America's · - own
ethnic and cultural diversity and helps
students develop the skills needed to
create harmony and understanding in
different environments.''
What we don't understand is how·
can studying abroad develop appreciation for America's own ethnic a~d
cultural diversity when we have no
exposure to it on our own campus? We
feel that the best way to learn -about

· Don Sikkink
Speech communications
-

Proper planning will
bring "'.lore conce~

_This letter is .written in interest of
the limited number of concerts at St.
Cloud State University. Hopefully, in
the upcoming weeks , the Major Events
Council will sponsor another concert. I
feel with proper planning and teacher
and student support, a good concert
can bring financial success as well as a
fun evening . out.
I'd like to propose a few suggestions
which I feel would increase attendance
greatly.
1) Find a band which is popular
among students.
2) Advertise the concert .well in
advance, thus giving students ample
time to work it into their schedules.
3) Have it on a night that few other
activities are scheduled.
4) As teachers, make an effort not to
schedule tests the following day of the
concert, this often being the hindering
factor.
5) MEC , open yourselves up.- to
student suggestions.
·1 feel if these preparations ar
taken, it is left to the students to
decide through support if more
concerts will come about.
TomLaBarre
Sophomore, undecided

Contrad,·ct
- ·,on wr·,ter

Ame~ica' s own cultur3;I _diversity is to ,
be directly exposed to 1t.
.
Compared to other similar state
,
colleges , such as Bemidji and
Mankato, SCS is virtually void of any
organized programs for recruitment
Whoever you are writing those
and help. For example, Mankato State religious · contradictions, can you
employes five fu~l-time directors of actually admit you know what you are
minority programs , _ including pro- trying to express? If you are trying to
grams for ~sian, Mexic~ , Black and put down . the Bible by.. ._ finding
Native Americans. Bemidji has one contradictions, why don't you find
part-time and four full-time employees something that is within context of
working on an Educational Develop- each other?
Every contradiction you have made
ment Center. There are also four full
time people working on the Upper is out of context, and you are not
Bound recruitment and Veteran making any distinct point except that
programs. SCS has no full-time you do not know whatyou are doing.
minority ..co9r<1inators.
With any book, random sentenc~s can
In light of the Ken Green incident of be brought out that contradict each
two weeks ago, it is evident that there other just because they are written for
are • ·racial problems within the certain areas that don't relate to each
community. We challenge SCS and other.
Graham to re-evaluate their thinking
Another thing I would like to say is
concerning cultural diversity.
that if you feel what you' re doing is so
correct why don't you ever claim it as
Suzanne Quinn betng your writing?

should identify self

'High pay' cases
limited in number.
Presid~nt Graham argues for
administrative control -of salaries
because, in his opinion, there is a need
to pay higher salaries in some
academic areas. I would like specific
factual support for his assertion.
In this period of enrollment decrease
and oversupply of doctorates, I believe
the "high pay" cases are so limited in
number that they should not be
allowed to justify a salary method
rejected by a majority of the faculty.
Perhaps I am wrong. I{ so, I hope the
president will give the Chronicle
specific information on the nature and
extensiveness of this problem.

I

The time has come to pay state university faculty what
they are worth. The state ·should either give in to Inter
Faculty Organization demands or send the matter to
arbitration."
·
·
It is.a fact that instructors at SCS, along with instructors
at the other six state universities, are grossly underpaid in
comparison to community college and even high sc~ool
teachers. Poor wage_§ has been commonplace for the
system for enough years that it must end if the system is to
continue to grow and prosper.
,
Students would _be the direct beneficiaries of such
action~. Increased ,faculty salaries would · attract better
instructors and encourage present instructors to stay in
the system. A better educational environment would lead
to a more complete student. Educational _g ains would far
outweigh any tuition increase. .
_
State negotiators have not acted in good faith during
contract hearings. Miniscule salary tncreases, barely
enough to cover the cost of living increases, do nothing to
make up for the years of depressed_ income. Token
agreements do nothing to relieve the crying need for a
salary schedule.
The longer the state stalls, the better the chance for a
strike to cripple the system. Graduations w-ould be
delayed, summer jobs waiting for students would be lost.
It is untrue that students are only consumers of
education. They are in a position to help one side or the
other in the negotiations. Consumers in a free marketplace
have every chanc_e in the world to influence•what they buy,
in this case education. Students should aid the IFO in its
quest for fairness and proper working conditions.
•

Lessons from energy
crisis now forgotte'n

Was it just last month that we were
all concerned about consewing
energy? The energy crisis was front
page news. Thermostats were turned
down, and there was even talk of
closing school.
However with the change in
weather, it seems that we haven 't
learned a thing. Just this afternoon I
had to open the window and close the
heat register in my dorm room because
it was .unbearably warm. .
Joanne Prescott
The energy crisis seems to be
Sophomore, EI. Ed. forgotten, but is is still with us. When

Juni~r, speech pathology
Glen Johnson
Senior, secondary education

State university faculty
deserve salary increase

I

. The Chronicle

The Chronicle of St. Cloud State University Is written and edited by students of St.
' Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Mn. , and is published fwice each week during the
academic year and weekly during the ,summer, except for final exam periods and
vacations. .
·
.
-. .
Opinions expressed in the Chronicle· do not necessarily reflect those of the students,
faculty or administration of St . Cloud State University.
Letters to the editor and guest essays are an attempt to provide address for readers to
the media. They may be dropped off at 136 Atwood Cenfer or mailed to 136 Atwood
Center, St . Cloud State University, St . Cloud , Mn. 56301. Questions may be answered by
calling 255-2449 or 255-2164.
.
Subscription rates for the Chronicle for non-students are $1.50 per quarter. Students
who have paid their activities fees and are leaving to Intern, student teach , etc., may have
the Chronicle malled to them free of charge by notifying the Chronicle's business office in
136 Atwood.
Editor-In-Chief
Associate Editor
Managing Editor
Sports Editor
Chief Photographer
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Advisor

,.

Vic Ellison
Gail Howell
Sue Brandl
- Dan Griswold
Jackie Lorentz
Lori Bronniche
K-en Schreiber
Fran VQ.~l~er

it is once again brought to o
attent-ion, I hope it isn't to~ late.
CindyMelch
Sophomore, undecidc

Atwood movies n~e
age requirements
I recently attended a movie in 1
Atwood Theater. The theater v
packed with people including a grou
young kids around 10 years old.
Not only did they take up space, 1
the movie✓ was rated "R" and t
many explicit scenes throughout i1
don't mean to sound like a snob, bt
feel that the ushers should use soi
discretion in the audience viewing
"R" rated movie.
John Fell«:
Freshman, undecid

PIEASF·
lllPPREVEIIT
-FOIEST FIIES.
,

Letters
to 1he editor.
·

andica pped student

1cilities poor at ·scs

fhrough a recent experience, the
Ldequate adaptations for the
yscially handicapped on the SCS
npus was called to my attention.
!\ friend of mine uses a wheelchair
d \t takes him at least 20 minutes to
t from Atwood to the Performing
ts · Center. Why so long? The
Ljority of us can use the west doors
Atwood and walk across the mall to
rforming Arts. He must use the east
or of Atwood, where the only ramp
provided, and go all the way around
! building to the. Perfbrming Arts
.ilding. ,
Stewart Hall provides two ramps but
e he never uses in the winter. He
;s it is never cleared off, slippery
d unsafe. I believe it is our
;ponsibility to see that what
;omodations we do have are tended
so that they are useable, and also to
~ what can be done to provide for
>re ac}aptations on campus.
Because of his handicap, it is
vious that it takes my friend twice as
1g as it takes most of us to go
ywhere. It does not make sense to
tke him go twice as far besides.
Diane Mehr
Sophomore, undecided

cperimental,classes
1ould be cheaper
:ollege students are experimented
at their own risk. When a class is
.ght for the first time the learning
1ation can become chaotic. The
>th and breadth of curriculum, its
e of delivery and test modification
require_experimentation.
vfaybe the institution should absorb
ne of the resulting stress by
twing free repetition of these

courses by any. student who complete~
a course and feels cheated.
A~yone having thou·g hts about this
proposal please express them to me,
on a signed sheet of paper addressed
to Sheire Hiltner, 1201 Benton Hall.
You may send it free through the
inter-campus mailing system. ·A single
statement agr.eei~g or d~sagreeing
with the proposal 1s all that 1s needed.

Compassion needed
over ID regulations

·since my first experience with
Health Service here on campus, my
opinion of it has gone steadily
downhill. I understand that they must
have their regulations, but sometimes
Sherle Hiltner I think they'd let a person die in the
Junior, el ed waiting room before they'd let him in
without a validated I.D. and an
appointment.
I can see that the Health Service
employees must have some way of
making sure that each patient is
currently enrolled here, and checking
for a validated I.D. is a good method. I
thought it was carrying regulations a
I really don't know who to talk to
about the problem I'm going to bring bit far, though, when one of my
up, so I'll just write you and hope you girlfriends couldn't even get in with an
will print it in the Chronicle someday. I.D. (unvalidated) and a current fee
' ·
I have always been a hockey statement.
Another
friend
of mine called Health
enthusiast, starting to play the game
Service
once
to
see
if she could get in
at the age of five years, and continuing
right
away
without
an appointment,
op until now at which time I still
because
she
had
a 103 degrees
practice a lot. The point I want to make
temperature.
When
the receptionist
is about the hockey program at SCS.
said
yes,
she
went
right
over, ·only to
To put it mildly, it is really
wait
for
two
hours
to
see
a doctor.
second-class. Not because of the
Something
is
definitely
wrong
with a
personnel. The players are excellent
system
like
that.
I
think
that
if the
hockey players and the coach is alright
Health
Serv:ice
employees
would
put a
also. It is second-rate primarily
little
less
emphasis
on
regulations
and
because of lacking funds to create a
have
a
little
more
compassion,
good ''healthy'' program.
What they really need is a sports they would be taking a huge step in the
complex with a hockey rink on campus. right direction.
I know the kids.here would really enjoy
Cindy Swenson
the games if it wasn't so far away.
Sophomore,
business
Hockey games are just really rowdy
and people at this school would reaJJy
get down at them.
The hockey team up here really
plays exciting, fast moving, rowdy
-hockey and I just hate to see that kind
o'f entertainment go to waste. I'm sure
the state of Minnesota could pay for
As indicated by the Feb. 8 edition of
the rink quickly with the rise of hockey the Chronicle, President Graham
and figure skating in Minnesota, so continues his opposition to the salary
why not build one? Overall the team schedule concept ·as a means for
just needs money to help "beef'' up reducing the inequi~ies in. faculty
the program. I would really like to s~e salaries that exist in the system. The
something done. Thank you for your concern that administrators have with
time.
regard to a salary schedule is the
problem of rewarding outstanding
Dan Horsch service (merit). I maintain that there
Freshman, business are .p roper ways to go ·about building a

Lack of funds stops

hockey team 'growth

Possible to build·
salary .schedule
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salary schedule, which could include
merit considerations, but at the same
time would reduce the arbitrary nature
of the present approach.
Charles Ernst
Mathematics and computer
science department

Student voters do
community service
The SCS ·students that voted for a
new-library in St. Cioud did a great
service to the community. The present
library is completely inadequate for a
city the size of St. Cloud and is in
terrible condition.
Timothy Schenk
Sophomore, wildlife management

Energy-saving a~
becoming ridiculous
I must agree with the idea that
energy saving has gotten ·-·a bit
ridiculous. I'm sure all acts have been
done with our best interests in mind,
but are they really conserving energy?
Cutting down on the amount of front
doors used at Stewart Hall possibly
hasn't helped conserve energy. This
has only caused students to· use the
other entrances annd caused ·the
accessable front door to be open two,
possibly three times as long
consequently letting just as much heat
out.
Also, the efforts made to reduce the
pressure and volume of the water in
the dorm showers isn't proving to be
any help. Students take much longer
showers using then the same amount
of water if not more because of the
decrease in the flow of water. Now it is
nearly impossible to rinse your hair .
Since we are trying to save energy
these steps should be reconsidered to
see how much energy is really being
saved.
CarlaPaape
Sophomore, undecided

~hancellor's news release 'enlightening'
SCS 's faculty representative on
. Inter Faculty Organization's
[otiating team, I was fascinated and
ightened by the Chancellor's press
:ase which was masquerading as
lead news report in the Feb. 8
:onicle.
~fter months · of sitting across the
le from the State team, I thought I
:w the State's position, but I must
•~ been wrong all this time.
wever, let me comment on just a
small items and you can judge for
1rself.
) That State's salary offer ranges
to $28,432. That's the truth, but not
whole truth. Under the State's
:r, almost no one in the entire State
lversity System would make that
ch.
n fact, most faculty members would
thousands of dollars away from the
rdmums for their rank. Averages
·e their pitfalls; how else could
·o ne drown in a river whose average
1th is six inches?
) The State offer amounts to a
;ss increase in total compensation.
s is ma~nificent sle~ght-of-hand.
;t of all, "total compensation" is
lS

almost all ·other public employees in
Minne~ota. Why is what is reasonable
for others so unreasonable for us?
4) The State is offering approximate• - - - - - - - - - - - - - • ly a 10 percent increase in salaries for
much more than salary.
summer session teaching. Ten percent
Second, most of the items in the of what? Not mentioned is the fact that
State's "generous" fringe .benefit present summer session salaries have
offer have already been granted by the not changed sine~ 1969. The State
State to most other state employees. offer is not a significant change, but
Third, the State's figure is a highly merely a token one.
inflated one; it includes even . the
5) The Chancellor claims that the
mandatory increase in social security IFO is attemptjng to restrict the
contributions.
Board's authority-to lay off employees
Fourth, the way the State figures is when their services are no longer
simple: if you start with a $100 salary, needed. Perhaps the Chancellof had
and you get a $10 raise each of the next better read tlte IFO proposal on
two years, then your salary increase retrenchment' more carefully. What we
was $30 even though your salary is seek to prevent is arbitrary and
now $120. That'_s a nice way to make a capricious behavior in laying off
20 percent · increase look like a 30 faculty. Our demands are quite
percent increase. What is not in reasonable. We are aksing that the
dispute is the fact that the State's circumstances under which retrenchsalary offer for the next two years is ment may take place be spelled out in
less than the rate of inflation for the the contract. We cannot object to
past two years.
retrenchment for good and substantjal
3) The Chancellor's criticism of a reasons, but we insist that there
salary schedule conveys an impression ! indeed be those reasons and that the
that the IFO is making an inordinate procedures be fair, equitable, and
proposal. In fact, we are asking for aboveboard.
what has already been granted to
6) The Chancellor's remarks about

I

Guest Essay

responsibility and service to students
and citizens of Minnesota would seem
to place upon the faculty's shoulders
the burden of liability for any
breakdown in negotiations or for any
ensuing strike. It should be noted,
however, that the State is in the
driver's seat; if it refuses to move, the
faculty must either capitulate or relv
on the only remaining option for any
employee-the right of withdrawal of
services. Examination of negotiations
thus far would lead an impartial
observer to conclude that the State is
the party which has been intransigent,
not the faculty.
More can be said, but I hope thjs is
enough to make clear that there is
more here than meets the eye of the
casual reader. I would urge skepticism
toward news reports where one side
makes "offers" and the other side
makes "demands." The voice of the
State-especially when contract negotiations are going on-is hardly the
voice of God.
Harold Lieberman
lntentfsclpllnary studies

I

Review

Apocalypse perf_ormers
offer mellow folk style
By JILL BENTLER

Mellow vibrations filled
the Coffeehouse Apoc_alypse
Tuesday evening in a superb
performance
by
Lonnie
Knight, Fred Argir and Pam
Smith.
The trio, who have made
past appearances at SCS, wai 1
warmly welcomed again by :1
full house at the Apocalypse.
Argir and Knight lulled
their audiences into a subdued
state of contentment through
their unique lyrics and style.
This
unique
style
was
complemented · by excellent
guitar duets
and
solos
performed by both Knight and

Austin, Texas, acquired a
·"Texas sound" in his lyrics,
while Knight stayed more in
the line of rich, . mellow love
songs which he described as
"easy listening surrealism."
The show opened with a
solo pe~ormance by Argir.
Coffeehouse
Continued on page 7

'Arms and the Man' begins Tuesda~
The humpr of George
Bernard
Shaw
will
be
presented in the play '' Arms
and ' the Man" beginning
Tuesday.
Performances will begin at 8
p.m. in Stage Two of the
Performing Arts Center.

SCS flutists ·to give joint recital
A joint recital featuring
flute music will be performed
today at 8 p.m, in the Recital
Hall of the Performing Arts
Center.
.
Featured musicians will be
Suzette Nied and Katherine
Fairbanks, both playing flute.
They will be accompanied by
Gretchen Porisch.
Nied will perform J.S.
Bach's "Suite Number Two in
B Minor,:• Honeger's "Dance

Art~
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The play' s setting is in
Bulgaria during 1885-86 and is
directed by Frank Caltabiano,
assistant professor of theatre.
"Shaw presents humor and
satire throughout the play in
order to show the danger of
Britain's refusal to face the
reality of war,'' Caltabiano
said. In particular, Shaw
poked fun at those who glorify
war, he added.
Tickets are free to SCS

students with valid identifi
tion and faculty members ~
activity cards. Tickets
·adults are $2 and $1.25
students and senior citize1
They may be purchased fr
the Performing Arts· Cet
box office from 10 a.m.-2 p
weekdays .
The play is sponsored
SCS's theatre department i
will play· through Sund
Feb. 19.

of the Goat' ' and Robert
McBride's "In the Groove."
Fairbanks will perform Gordon Jacob's "Pied Piper,"
J.S. Bach's "Sonata in E Flat
Argir.
Major" and Philippe GauBoth performers have had
bert's · "Nocturne and Allegro
more than 12 years experience
Scherzando.''
in guitar playing -a nd song
Tl!,e finale of the program
writing. Songs performed
will be a flute duet entitled ·
Tuesday were written by
"Duo Concertant, Opqs 100, BY KARIN ORFIELD
Knight, Argir or close friends.
NumJ:>er Two," by Briccialdi.
Argir, who resides in
The second of two one-act
plays performed Tuesday was sponsibilities. They have I
artistically exciting through than three weeks for reh
the efforts of Kathy Leighton. sals and must compete ~
Directed by SCS student other productions for st
Gregory Gasman, " Ludlow time in which to rehearse
Fair" was a tedious enterprise
The first play, "Bad I
rather short on plot and filled Jo-Jo," directed by War
with sporatic bits of humor.
Green, gave the audienct
Leighton played the part of little more to sink their te
Agnes, a homely girl destined into.
to~ard spinsterhood who was
Eerie music set the me
constantly reminded of her for this bizarre ·one-act
plainness by the living which a writer is murde:
contrast between herself and and the killer is a symbol
her luscious roommate Rachel the character upon which
• (Collette Gasman). Leighton's author has made his fortu
comic delivery and vivid facial
Marc Grupa's stereoty1
expressions along with her faggot is at times hilarious c
ability to· strike absolute - to Grupa's styled gestures a
slapstick poses was a delight movement. However, much
to .watch and paralleled the the humor is lost because
excellence of Carol Burnett in the audience's inability
her most classic moments.
bear the line spoken.
The one-act plays are total
Reporter and eventual kil
student commitments. They Frank Jones (John Ham
are student directed, acted . linck) stole the focal attent
and all the technical aspects upon appearance with
Above, Agnes, played by Kathy Lei,hton,, goes through her nighttime beauty ritual as roommate are student-run. The theatre country hick admiration
author
Kayo.
Rachel, played by Collette Gasman, looks on. Below, Kayo, played by Marc Grupa, "feels out" department supplies the stage the
and
whatever
old
props
that
exaggerated
facial
expr
reporter Frank Jones, played by John Hamerlinck, much to Jones' dismay. The scenes were from
can
be
found
in
stock;
~sions
and
little
boy
demea1
student-directed one-act plays held Tuesday at the Performing Arts Center.
otherwise the needs of the was the show's highlight.
production are student re-

SCS actress makes
student-run play
artistically exciting
I

St. Ben's to sponsor lectures
''The rights, needs and
responsibilities of women in
the arts '' will be the focus of
six lectures scheduled to begin
Sunday by scholars of history,
philosophy, literature, comparative religions and art
criticism at the College of St.
Benedict.
LaMar Harrington, curator
of the Archives at the
University of Washington in
Seattle, will deliver · the
keynote address at 4 p.m.
Sunday on "Role models,
leadership in the arts" in the
Forum Theater. Harrington is
a former president of the
Western Association of Art
Museums.
The gallery will open .from
7-9 p.m. Sunday with works by

area artists Gail Baml
Sandra Barnhouse,
Ju
Goetemann, ·Rosemary P
ters, Judy Thompson a
Arna Yetter and will inclu
an 8:30 p.m. discussion by t
artists in the Formal Loun!
Art historian Mary Swans
will speak at 2 p.m. Mood
on "History of women in t
arts" in Room A104. Swans
is an instuctor in art
Augsburg College.
Also on Monday,
historian Arlene Raven ~
speak at 7 p.m. on "Womer
· Art in Perspective" in t
Forum Theater. .Raven
involved in the Womer
Lectures
Continued on page 10
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WEEKDAYS AT 7 & 9:00
iAT & s·u·N 1, 3, 5, 7:00 & 9:00
"THE ADVENTURES OF THE

WILDERNESS FAMILY"

STARTS . h;;TODAY

Coffeehouse
Continued from page 6

His first number was an
up-tempo tune spiced with
bits of humor. Later, he
switched to slow mellow folk
songs.
His appearance and style
might well have resembled
Gordon Lightfoot. Clad in
bluejeans and western-style
shirt, with a D-41 Martin
guitar slung across his
shoulders, he might have also
resembled a drifting serenader.
After Argir' s solo perform,ance, Knight hit the stage
accompanied by Pam Smith.
They aroused their audience
with rich harrp.onizing duets as
in· "No More Spooky Songs,"
and "Lost Childhood," two
renditions reflecting on the
past.
Later they increased the
tempo of the performance with

a humorous· tune called "You
and Mr. Magoo" borrowing
from Kris Kristofferson's hit
"Me and Bobby McGee.".
Smith added a bit of beauty
and sweetness in her song
"Cloud With The Silver
Lining" while being accompanied by Knight and his
magical guitar playing style.
The second act found all
three performers on stage
reflecting a sort of modern day
Peter, Paul and Mary image.
The audience was held intent
with everything from '' Sweet
Magnolia" to stomping dixie
and bluegrass tunes.
The highlight of the evening
was their performance of what
Knight noted as "St. Cloud' s
traditional closer.'' The audience soon began harmonizing .... ' 'I wanna go home with
the Armidillo. Good country
music from Armirillo . to
Aberdeen, friendliest people
and prettiest women you've
ever seen .... "

The Armirillo had the
audience singing and clap- ,
ping. Afterwards the spectators demanded an encore.
The trio - ended with a
slap-stick comedy song which
Smith consi~ered a "lyrical
masterpiece." The song was
"Get the Shit Out of Dodge. "
Knight and Argir both made
up lyrics as the song
·progressed and welcomed Jim
Keller, Atwood Board of
Governors' Coffeehouse Governor, to join them on stage to
make it a singing foursome.
Knight, who was once a
member of the group ''The
Joker's Wild," has recorded
two albums, and Argir three.
Smith and Knight will be
appearing . at the Grand
Mantel Saloon March 2-5.
Argir will be appearing at the
Grand Mantel sometime in
mid-April.

Valentines Dance .
Monday,_February 14
8: 30 P.m. 12: 30 a.m.
Atwood Ballroom
' co.u.e.-.PCJUI.Sflll~
AfOIRT0Wf0HMN \"-NUJI M:D.CTt",1

I-::~~~ I
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All-afotJnd SCS woman at.hlete
learns to take life in stride
By DAN GRISWOLD
When Sue Wahl finishes
her playing days at SCS , she
just might be considered t he
best female athlete this school
has seen yet, according to
Gladys Ziemer, her basketball
coach and women's athletic
director.
The 5' 11" Wahl, a
sophomore, is leading the
women 's basketball team in
scoring, rebounding, shooting
and free throw percentage.
She was the s·econd leading
spiker on the Ziemer-coached
volleyball team last fall and
won the seven-state regional
pentathalon championship in
track last spring.
Wahl ' s athletic ability is
obvious to anyone who has
seen her perform , but like all
athletes, there is a side to her
that the average fan sitting in
the bleachers is unaware of.
"Sue isn 't shy, but she's
very individual," said Peggy
Poirier, her closest friend on
the team.
Wahl has had to overcome
the loss of her twin brother
Brian, who died last April of a
liver disease.
A smile came to her face as ·
she talked about her relationship with her brother.
"We just fought all the
time," Wahl said. "We
couldn't walk down the hall
without swinging at each
other," she said.
She credits a lot of· her
competitive drive to the
intense spirit of competition
she had with Brian.
In fact, Wahl admits she
still talks silently to her late
brother.
"I talk to Brian during free
throws,'' she said without
reservation. "I hope he's

rooting for me.
''When I'd get ready to high
jump, I'd say 'Come on Brian.
Let's make it over this one.' "
When Wahl is not con;ipeting in athletics or studying
her accounting , she likes to
needlepoint or do other
handicrafts.
"I think I've decorated our
whole house with R1acrame
and weavings," she said.
Wahl did not play volleyball
at St. Cloud Apollo high school
because it conflicted with
basketball.
"Jerry Vos, the men's '
coach at Apollo, is a great '
coach and he taught me the
fundamentals of basketball, "
Wahl said. "I never had to
relearn them when I came
here. "
The transition from high
school to college ball was not
easy, though, she said.
''The defenses are so much
better in college," she said.
"At first I thought I'd do well,
but then I wasn't sure. I got
pushed around a lot, but I
gradually · got more confidence."
"I'd put Sue one-on-one
with any woman in the state,
and Sue would come out
ahead," Ziemer said. "She
has such good moves and her
vertical jump is 23 inches,"
her coach said.
How does Wahl handle the
feelings of resentment she
occasionally gets from opponents and teammates, alike
because of her outstanding
ability?
"In some ways it gets me
fired up," she said.
"I love it when people hate
me in track. When they hate
me, it seems to make me try
even harder. ,
''Deb Allyn and I had a
competition going in basket-

Masconi shoots way to stardom
By TO.M SW ANSON
During a return visit to SCS
Wednesday night, pool shark
Willie mosconi demonstrated
in front of a capacity crowd the
finer techniques of expert
billiard strategy.
Although Atwood's pool
room was filled to it's
capacity, it remained amazingly quiet as
Masconi
demonstrated his ability to
clear a pool table with a poised
sense on concentration.
The sharply dressed greyhaired Masconi drew repeated
applause from the viewers as
he worked his way around the
table, chalking his cue and
banking ball after ball.
Masconi commented on the
importance of ball control and
setting shots. "You can't take

one shot without having the
next shot in mind,'' said
Masconi.
Masconi's consistency and
ability to position the cue ball
with spin and banks were
definite .highlights of the
exhibition and were received
accordingly by rounds of
applause from the crowd.
At one point in the
exhibition Masconi teased the
crowd by complaining about
the impossible positions the
balls were in.
Throwing his arms in the air
the
seemingly
frustratep
Masconi commented, "How' s
a guy supposed to sink
those?"
Five shots and five balls
later Masconi nodded to the
applauding crowd in front of
an empty table. I -

ball last year," Wahl said.
"We're good friends now, but
the rivalry made me work
harder. ''
.
Sue is optimistic about her
team's post-season possibili-·
ties. ,
"I'm sure w~ could win the
state, and we could do
something at regionals,"
Wahl said.
The Huskies are having
their best season ever this
winter, and are 8-0 at
Halenbeck Hall.
.One reason might be that
Sue' s poodle, Louie, has not
missed a home game this
season.
"We call him the 'Happy
Huskie, ' " Ziemer said.
"He's kind of small to be a
Huskie," Wahl added with a ·Photo by Darlene Bless
smile.
Sue Wahl, versatile SCS woman athlete.

Sharp shoaling Huskies down Moorhead 62-45
By DAN GRISWOLD
Bulls-eye shooting in the .
second half lifted the SCS
women's basketball team to a
62-45 win over Moorhead
State University Tuesday
night.
The visiting Huskies, 13-2
for the season hit 67 percent of
their shots in the second half
to break a close game open
and claim their sixth straight"
win.
SCS ended the game with a
45 percent shooting mark, the
second highest percentage in .
the team's history, according
to Coach Gladys Ziemer.
Sue Wahl had the hottest
touch, making 11 of 18 shots
from the floor for 61 percent
and 22 points.

Nola Johnson shot 44
percent for 17 points and Patti ·
Decker 41 percent for 16
points.
"They weren't all ·1ay-ups
either," Ziemer said. "Most
of Sue's shots were taken
away from the basket, and all
of Nola's were from the
outside."
Moorhead
pressed the
entire game and the Huskies,
leading only 24-18 at intermission, looked ''.a little jittery"
in the first half, according to
Ziemer.
''Our defense played very
well throughout the game,
though," Ziemer said. "We
forced them to shoot from the
outside.''
A big factor on defense,
Ziemer said, w~s the play of

DON'T
·CUT SHORT
A CHILD'S
LEARNINn ... .

DRIVESAPELY
,,

center Barb Brass. Brass
held scoreless, but gra·
eight rebounds and blo
nine shots.
The Huskies will
Wisconsin-Eau Claire S
day afternoon at 1 p.rr.
their last regularly-sched
game of the season.
Ziemer has schedule
Feb. 15 scrimmage agains
College of St. Benedict a1
looking to schedule anc
road game later that wee
keep the team sharp for
upcoming state large col
division play-offs.
The Minnesota Associa
for Intercollegiate Athl<
for Women has scheduled
state-wide college tournar
for Feb. 24-26, to be hel,
Marshall, Mn.

1en swimmers 1-2
1 Wisconsin trip

he SCS men's swim team
,bed 1-2 in two weekend
:ts in Wisonsin.
he
Huskies
split
a
ble-dual meet Friday in
Claire, defeating Mankaitate 61-44 and losing to
consin-Eau Claire 54-42.
im Leach of SCS remained
efeated in the 200-yard
~stroke with a winning
~ of 2:07.65.
he 400-yard medley relay
n of Leach , Dave Tooney,
Ivonen and Steve White
;bed first, as did the
-yard relaY, team of White,
·k Schonhardt; lvonen and
ce Busta.
·onen won the 200-yard
:erfly in a time of 2:10.4
le
Dave
Tooney,
a
hman, won the 200-y!ird
,stroke in 2:25.5.
chonhardt won the 200yard
style in 1:55.8 and Bruce
ta was the first to slap tii~

wall
in
the
1,000-yard
freestyle with · a time of
111:19.9.
White finished first in the
100-yard freestyle in 57.9
seconds.
Saturd'1Y, the Huskies were
"killed" 64-44 by Lacrosse,
according to Coach Mark
Johnson.
As usual, Leach finished
number one in the 200-yard
backstroke in a time of 2:06.5.
Tooney won the 200-yard
breaststroke and Ivonen won
the 200-yard . butterfly.
Busta finished on top in the
100-yard freestyle, as "did the
400-yard relay t<:!am-of Leach,
Rick Rentz, lvonen a.id White.
The swimmers will take
their 6-9. record to Southwest
State Saturday, and then
begin to prepare for the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference meet at Bemidji Feb.
18-19.
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Perform a
death-defying
·· act.
Exercise re,&alar~- ,
Give Heart Fund

m

A~erican Heart Ass_ociation\J/
,

Hockey team travels
to Mankato today

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation,. comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous ,color.
A vision of the world, 10 million years .
in the future, where Wizards rule the
earth. And the powers of magic prevail
over the forces of technology in the
final battle_foi: world supremacy.

In hockey actiol!t SCS will
take on Mankato State
University at Mankato this
weekend for their second
weekend series with them this
season.
The Huskies will be missing
two players from the line-up
for the- pair of games . Dave
Roos, q_ut for the past two
weeks, will be missed alqng
with John McClean. McClean
is out one week because of
fighting in SCS ' s last - game
against River Falls.
"We will have to make
some adjusj:ments to compensate for the t~o. ' ' Coach _
Charles Basch said. Basch has
compensated by putting John
Krutchen on defense and
moving Dennis Chryzan up
from the reserve squad to
travel to Mankato.
According to Basch, all the
lines are stable with the
exception of the fourth line.
"The fourth line is a little
shaky from moving evecyone
around," Basch said. " But
they should start 'to come
around, as they.'ve been
playing with the new line for
the past couple of games."
The Huskies now hold a 9-9
record for the season and ·
Basch' said the team is
physically ready for Mankato.
"Usually arouJ?,d this part of
the season...-there are many
illnesses and injuries, but we
haven't had that many thus
far," Basch commented.
"We'll be hoping for a good
team effort, " Basch said. "If
we get it, we'll give Mankato a
couple· of good games. "

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

WI

Snowshoe clinic
set
•

Written, Produced and Directed by RALPH BAKSHI
Music Composed and Conducted .by ANDREW BELLING
~~!.~~....:Color by D~e Luxe·
\Cl l977Twentieth~entury-Fox

(Ii)®

A two-day clinic about
snowshoes and how to -make
them will be conducted
. Monday and Thursday from 6
to 8 p.m.
' Participants may come at
any time during the clinic,
according to Jerry Hansen,
Outings Center spokesman.

· t'ag8.· IO

Media meeting
Continued from page 1
. uals and that he was '' greatly .
disturbed by an atmosphere of
lynching pressure from · outside individuals and groups, ''
he felt prevailed throughout
the · hearing.
Voelker said that in .his
opinion, removal was not the
answer. He said the committtie's action should have a
reasonable relationship to the
violation. He also said that he
was not condoning what
Ellison did.
After more discussion, the

Lectures -

committee voted six in favor of
the amendment to the motion
and four against, with one' I
abstention.
'
' The amended motion car- ·
ried with seven in favor and
one against with tHree
abstentions.
The committee also passed
a motion stating that any
deliberate misuse of funds as
deemed by SAC would be
viewed by the mass media
committee and would be
compelling and substantial
reasons to recommend further
action such as the reprimand,
-censure, suspension or removal of person or persons.
need exists for women
professionals as role modles,
according to project coordin,ator Albert' Stewart, director
of the Benedicta Arts Center
Gallery.
The college received a grant
for the lectures from the
Minnesota Humanities Com-•
mission in cooperation with
the National Endowment for
the Humanities.

Continued from page 6

Building and Feminist Studio
W o,:kshop in Los Angeles.

The lectures aim to develop
an awareness that women in
the arts share problem and
hopes with other professional
women , that both legislative
and male-dominated educational systems have affected
women adversely and that a

ADDRESS BY ALAN GREENSPAN
"ECONOMIC POLICY AND THEORY!
.

~

I

· Economic Education Win~r lnstitu~
Friday, February 11, 1~77, 9:00 a.m.
Atwood Cen~r Ballroom

~

.
I ALAN GREENSPAN SERVED AS CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCII
OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS UNDER PRESIDENT FORD
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
' For more information about the Winter lnstitiute progvun contact the Center
for Economic Education at 255-2157.

Faculty
Conthiued from page 1

out that none of the benefits
the faculty is demanding are
any different than those in the
new contract for the st;te's- ·
civil service workers, or for that matter, that t!}ey are a~y
different than benefits enjoyed by many employees in the
private sector.
•'The faculty is living with ·
something archaic within the
State University System;''
Grachek observed.
He went on to say that he
had not seen any evidence to
supp9rt the administration' s
claim that half of the salary
increase must remain in-'the
hands of !he president, so that
larger salaries can be offered
in areas where instructors are
harder to find.
He said that the administration would have to offer larger
salaries in every field if they
wanted to get the most
qualified personnel they could
in those fields. He added that
the IFO is strictly for a pay
scale, with no discretion given
the President in t_h e area of
salary distribution.
''The lack of a salary
schedule has done more to
lower faculty ·moral than
anything
else,''
Grachek
concluded.

Here's the challenge. You'll need a watch
and a pencil. Start with number 1 in the center of the ribbon. Then , as quickly as you
can, cross out every number, ~neat a time

1/

47

.

•

1s

Stealing!
,

9

37 57 16 19 46

.

-

Shoplifting

in numerical order. When you've reached
number 60, check your watch. If it took you
less than three minutes, you've met the
challenge.

33 24

7

21 - 42

4

54 43

12 60 52 31

41

39 23

15

51

1

45 50 25

22

28 34 53 48

49

27 1,4

59 20

58 30

1_1 40

8

29

3

.

When there's a-challenge, - quality makes the difference.
We hope you have some fun~with the challenge.
There's another challenge we 'd like to offer you, too .
The Pabst challeoge:
We welcome the chance to prove the quality of
our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare
Pabst Blue.Ribbon to any other premium beer. You'll
like Pabst better. Blue Ribbon quality means the be$t
tasting beer you can get. Since 1844 it always has.

PABST. Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
· · © 1976. PABST BREWING COMPANY Mil waukee, Wis,, Peoria Heights , 111., Newark, N, J ., Los Angeles, Calif., Pabst, Georgia.

·..·p(i(1e ··11
WOMEN TO SHARE apartment,
furn Ished, $160 quarter. 402 5th
Ave. S. 253-6248 or 253-2120.
NOW
AVAILABLE:
LARGE
apartment on 700 block 8th Ave.
S. Freshly painted. Two large
bedrooms plus one single. Large
living area. $70 utilities paid.
253-7673.
apartment, furnished, close to RENT
SPRING
QUARTER,
campus, utilities paid, $65 month. furnished one-half house. One
Available March 1. 253-4839.
girl to share. Utilities Included.
TWO VACANCIES IN HOUSE 251-3466.
.
shared by girls starting March 1.
YOUR OWN ROQM In two
409 3rd Ave. S. Cali 251-4068 or bedroom apartment. Share living,
253-2871 for appointment.
kitchen with couple. $75 per
APARTMENT FOR WOMEN to · month. Cali Al early evening,
share one block from campus . 253-3655.
393-2427, no toll.
OAK LEAF AND OAK Ill, two
and three bedroom apartments
open. Call 253-4422.
FOR RENT PRIVATE ROOMS, THE ULTIMATE In secretarlal
utilities paid. 251-0863 after 6 service. Dynamic Business Services, Inc. 253-2532.
p.m.
FOR RENT: 12 x 85 moblle home. WILL DO TYPING. 252-8398.
Bel Clare Acres, clubhouse with "PLANTS NEED HOMES, too,"
pool, sauna, and bar. 251-6455.
Buy some at the Atwood main
APARTMENT FOR RENT. Two desk. Various kinds available,
rooms, bath, shower, all utilities Including hanging pots.
STUDENTS,
THESIS
pald, .cable TV, private entrance, GRAD
parking, refrigerator. Available HELP, complete editorial asspring quarter. 252-9627. $90.
sistance. Mark McKeon, 363SPRING VACANCY In Ministry 8844.
TYPING, IN
THE
HOME.
House near campus. 252-0482.
TWO MEN TO SHARE basement 251-9217.
apartment, furnished, close to "NOT ONLY DO WE KNOW
camous. utilities oald. $65 month . God by Jesus Christ alone, but we
Available March 1. 253-5344. Lots know ourselves only by Jesus
of parking.
Christ. We know life and death
ROOMS FOR FOUR MALE only through Jesus Christ. Apart
1
students to share at 927 6th Ave. ·from Jesus Christ, we do not
know what · is our life, nor our
S. Inquire at 928 7th Ave. S.
FEMALE
ROOMMATE death, nor God, nor ourselves.
Thus without the scripture,
WANTED spring quarter. Close
to campus. Cali 252-2474 .
which has Jesus Christ alone for
BRAND NEW FULLY CARPET- Its object, we know nothing and
ED four bedroom apartment for see only darkness and confusion
rent. $300 month, plus utilities. In the nature of God and In our
Cali Jim Sutton at 252-4799.
own nature." From "Thoughts"
WANTED: GIRL TO SHARE by Pascal, the great mathematihouse with eight others. Newer cian and scientist.
ARGUMENT:
AChome with two baths, laundro- SOUND
mat, one block from Halenbeck. CURATE, precise statements,
Rent $67 includes everything. (therefore terms) plus consistency
Cali Jaymar Properties 252-4799 between them . Claim : there Is a
for Jim or .Marilyn.
"spiritual" logic. The term
MARCH 1. Close to downtown, "spiritual"
is
vague
and
close to campus. Women to share ambiguous. Also, any other term
with other women . Neat, clean used to describe "spiritual" will
large apartments. $85 main, $80 be
vague
and
ambiguous.
up. Ali utilities paid. 253-7673.
Therefore, the claim Is not sound,

Classifieds
Housing

IOMMATE WANTED SPRING
JARTER, new apartment, $65
mth. 253-3ij49.
UES, shared, 105 4th St. S.
eta Chi Fraternity. 251-9917.
JIET MALE TO SHARE clean
·ee bedroom apartment with
o others. $100 everything
·n Ished. 252-2827.
:MALE, SHARED FACILI•
ES. 252-7744. Discount .
)W AVAILABLE MARCH 1,
1gle rooms. Share living area
th other men. $75 per month,
llities paid. 253-7673.
OMEN'S
HOUSING
TO
iARE for spring . 927 5th Ave.
252-7208.
WO BEDROOM APARTMENT
• two .or three people, near
:su and downtown, furnished,
llitles
Included,
available
arch 1st. 252-9612 ask for
.urle.
NGLE AND DOUBLE rooms
ailable spring quarter across
>m, Holes dorm. $172 per
Iarter. Cali 251-3070 for more
formation.
X FEMALE VACA'~CIES to
are basement apartment spring
1arter. $198. Furnished, prl1te . 819 5th Ave. S. 251-4139.
~CANCY FOR GIRLS to share
.ross from campus . 727 5th Ave.
252-7498.
NE FEMALE NEEDED TO
-iARE house with three others.
,1-3202.
>RING
V'ACANCIES
FOR
'OMEN to share. See Laurie at
5 5th Ave. S. or call at
,2-0444.
>RING
VACANCY
FOR
'OMEN to share basement
om, separate facilities. 2513994
ter 5:30 p.m .
NO VACANCIES FOR MALES
share in house, available now.
,0. 253-5476.
NE GIRL TO SHARE apartment
th three others. 252-4454, Pam.
tlVATE ROOMS with kitchen
cllltles. Two blocks from state
liege campus. 253-4681.
IRLS TO SHARE FURNISHED
,artment, conveniently located
,tween campus and downtown.
,undry also available. 253-4681 .
:MALE
ROOMMATE
ANTED In two bedroom house
r March 1st. Cali 251-4277 .
JRNISHED APARTMENT for
ree or four close to campus,
llitles . furnished,
available
arch 1. 252-4876.
\CANCIES FOR WOMEN to
are. Cali 252-7296. Close to
mpus.
RED OF LIVING with a
,If-dozen people? Share small
·o-bedroom house with one
male. $55 month plus utilities.
lll 253-6190.
fi/0 MEN TO SHARE basement

Attention

For Sale
WEDDltlG INVITATIONS, DISCOUNT. Cali 252-9786.
MARY KAY COSMETICS. 2531178.
NORDICA LADY ELEGANCE ski
boots, 6M, brand new, two weeks
old, never used. $60, must sell.
255-4525.
ONE
THOUSAND ' DOLLAR
stereo system three years old
being
sacrificed . for
$350.
253-8606 after 8 p.m.
REFRIGERATOR, 5 CU. FT., one
year old. Gary, B101 Shoemaker,
255-4316.
VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIAL.
For sale beautiful .33 Karat
Keepsake
engagement
ring,
never worn, worth $375, will
sacrifice. Cali 251-2531.
1977 HEAD COMP SKIS 198.
New, $120, will dicker. Cali after
5 p.m . 251-9085.
1989 CHRYSLER NEWPORT,
blue four door, ps, pb, AC, high
mileage, good rubber. Cali · Bob
253-7899,

Persona.ls

Notices

Recreation

Meetings

'TACO JOttars®
l:INDA HERZOG, MGR.

ABOG

Irrm ~ 030 NORTH 10th AVE.

..I. .____Re_l_ig_io_n_

Miscellaneous

Baha'i Campus Club fireside
meetings are held on Tuesdays,
7-9 p.m. In the Jerde Room,
Atwood .

Reservations
for
regularly
scheduled spring quarter meetings in Atwood Center may be
made beginning Monday In Room
111, Atwood.

Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship meets for prayer MondayFriday ~t- ~ ~.m. In the Jerde

Anyone graduating or leaving
SCS winter · quarter who has
received a National Delense/ Di-

(Behind the Paramount Theatre)

OPEN FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 11 a .m . til 1:00 a .m .

Other days 11 a.m. till 11 p.m .

KEV: MEET YOU IN BB218want to try again? Your baby (for
a long time).
GO TO SUNSATIONAL Daytona
Beach with Delta Sigma Pi three
openings for girls and guys. Cali
255-2653 or 255-2848.
SPEND SPRING BREAK In
Sunsatlonal Daytona Beach . Delta
Sigma Pl has three openings for
girls and guys. Cali 255-2653 or
255-2848.
NO SMOTHERIN', NOT POUTIN', only smiles will do ... cause
Wednesday the 9th you became
twenty-two! So who said tulips
could write poetry?! . Happy
Birthday Pal!!
FLORIDA,
SPEND
SPRING
BREAK In sunsatlonal Daytona
Beach. Delta Sigma Pi has three
openings for girls and guys. Cali
255-2653 or 255-2848.

Employment

The Outklgs Center
will
sponsor a snowshoe construction
and Information clinic Tuesday
and Thursday from 5-8 p.m. in
I sponsor sheets. Everybody is the Outings Center. This clinic is
welcome to come.
free and open to everyone. If you
· wish to make a kit it will cost
Ch••• Club meets Mondays at
Soccer Club meets for practice
$23-$25 depending on the size
7 p.m. In · the Itasca room,
Thursdays at 6:30 p.m. In the lab
you need. Please sign up In
Atwood .
school gym.
advance In the Outings Center.
Ski Club will sponsor a
SCS and ACS Chemistry Club
Outings Center Jnd the Sierra
~kl-A-Thon against Dystrophy
will meet Wednesday at 4 p.m . In
Club will sponsor cross country
Feb. 19 at 8:30 a.m. at the
MS 107. Chee\.( out Chem Club.
ski day Sunday at Whitney Park
Powder Ridge Ski area. Come to
We're students too. Freshmen
(the old airport) . The cost of
the Ski Club meetings · every
and sophomores are encouraged
equipment rental Is $3. This Is a
Thursday night at 7 p.m. in the
free event and Is open to all .
Brown Hali Auditorium to learn to attend. The Chemistry Club
Please sign up i,:i the Outings
more and pick up Ski-A-Thon office Is In MS 377. Stop up and
see us sometime.
Center. If you want more
Information, come to the Tuesday
UTVS (University Tele-Video
night meeting In the Outings
System) meets every Wednesday
Center at 7 p.m . or call Marsha at
In the Zumbro Room of Atwood at
252-7354.
; ·
4 p.m. Anyone interested In
television production Is welcome
to attend and/ or Join us.
Ali ABOG committee meetings
Recreation Club's last meeting
have beeen scheduled as follows
of the quarter will be a pot luck
for winter quarter: FILMS, 3
dinner Wednesday at 7 p.m. We
p.m., Wednesdays, Room 222;
encourage new members to come.
COFFEEHOUSE, 3:30
p.m.,
If interested, meet at Halenbeck Wednesdays, Room 222; OUTAND A COKE
#242 Wednesday evening at 6:45 INGS, 7 p.m., Tuesdays, Outing
p.m. If you have any questions,
Center; GAMES GANG, 4 p.m .,
call 253-5394. BYOB.
Mondays, Room 222; EXECUTIVES, 3 p.m., Wednesdays,
Project Share will go snow Room 222; CONCERTS CO. , 10
Friday
tubing today at 5:30 p.m. Meet In
p.m., Tuesdays, Room 222; PR
Feb. 11
the Hill-Case lobby for the bus.
PLEASERS, 4 p.m., Wednesonly!
days,
Room 222;
SPECIAL
Honors Program Clrrlculum
EVENTS, 6 p.m., Wednesdays,
committee will meet March 8 at 4 Room 222; SYMPOSIUMS, 3
p.m. In the Watab Room,
p.m ., Tuesdays, Room 222.
Atwood .
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smoking area? Cali Dwayne
Beckstrom, 251-5541
(Health
Departement) .
DELI JON, JOEL, DAVE-If
you've got the money, honlesl'VE GOT THE TIME. J.W .
SIDESTREAM SMOKE HAS 50
times as much ammonia (vs.
mainstream) .
HUMAN
BODY
ATTRACTS
smoke like Iron filings drawn to
magnet.
DIAL A JOKE. Call 255-2991.
WANTED, TERRORIST VACUUM
grabbers.
Come
to
S.A.V.E. meeting Tuesday Feb.
15, Sherburne Director's office.
Topic: Care and handling of your
upright!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to Hol, Shar,
Hip, and Deli!! Love Lass ...

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American. Foreign. No
experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer SUMMER JOBS: Fifty state
Job or career . Send $3 for · catalogue of over 2000 summer
information. SEAFAX, Depart- job employers (with application
forms) . Send $2 to: SUMment G-4, Box 2049, Port
CHOICE, Box 645, State College,
Angeles, Washington 98362.
SAMMY'S DELIVERS PIZZA- PA 16801.
chicken-lasagna-burgers
and OVERSEAS JOBS-summer and
more. Sammy's cost
less!!
year-round . Europe, S. America,
252-4540.
Australia, Asia, etc. Ali fields,
J.E·. AND L.O. PLAY CARNI$500-$1,200 monthly . Expenses
VAL, sit on my face and I'll guess
paid, sightseeing. Free Informa·your weight.
tion . Write: International Job
RESTAURANTS THAT ALLOW
Centec_, Dept. 4, Box 4490,
smoking
outside
designated
Berkeley, CA 94704.
· Room, Atwood.

ONE-DAY ·sPECIAL

.,,,.

In other words, the claim Is
completely worthless.
BEFORE YOU SAY, "It's lost,"
check at the Atwood main desk
for any lost articles.
DESPERATELY NEED RIDE to
McGregor or Aitkin area Friday
the 11th after 6:30. Cali 255-4367.
REASONABLE*
ACCURATE
typing. 251-8134 after 5 p.m.
WILL DO TYPING. Can pick up
and d,ellver. 252-()835.

rect Student Loan Is obligated to
attend an Exit Interview. They
will be held In Conference Room
113, Administrative Services on
Wednesday at 12 noon and
Thursday and Feb. 23 at 4 p.m . If
you are unable to attend any of
.these, please make arrangements
jat the Business Office, Room 222,
Administrative Services.
The deadline for dropping
winter
quarter
courses
is
Thursday. Forms are available in
the office of admissions and
records, room 117, Administrative Services building.
Send your sweethearat a
singing valentine via the SCS
Concert Choir. The choir will be
selling their vocal services for 50c
a song (Valentine Included) today
9 .a.m.-3 p.m. at the Atwood
Carousel desk.

Swimming competency testing
for all physical education majors
who have been admitted into the
major program since Fall, 1976,
plus prospective physical education majors, has been set up as
follows: Tuesday 2-4 p.m. and
8-10 p.m. The test involves
demonstrations on the intermediate swimming ,level in the
following
strokes:
American
Crawl with rhythmic breathing ,
elementary
backstroke,
side
stroke, breaststroke. If a physical
education major passes this test
he or she will not have to take a
swimming course In the major
program. Students failing this
competency test will be advised to
take a course In either beginning
or Intermediate swimming. Persons having their WSI card can
waive this test
by simply
presenting their certificate which
must be current. This test has
nothing to do with the general
education
physical
education
sequence .

Applications for MEC position•
are now available . in 222N
Atwood.

Last in a series:

Solar energy workable for small industri0!
a coal-fired plant would, over
its 30-year lifetime , require an
equal amount of land to be
surface-mined for coal, if the
coal seam were seven feet
thick.
Honeywell, among others,
is working on this scheme and
feels the earliest application of
solar power.generation would .
be for small peaking plants. '
Could you do it in space?
By CHARLES REINERT
One such proposal . would
Apart from home heating, use large arrays of photoelecsolar
energy
is
being tric cells to convert solar
researched for application to energy directly to electricity
power plants, and the ideas and then beam it back to earth
here are not really very via microwaves. Apart from
sophisticated-simply many some possible environmental
mirrors and a water tower problems (such - as _roasting
birds I), a serious effort here -is
heated by the sun's rays.
A 1,000 "MW (electrical) said to require at least two
plant in the southwest would space shuttles per day (for
require a collecting area of 10,000 MW per year). It is
about 15 square miles if it had· claimed the chlorine from the
an over-all efficiency of 10 rocket exhaust could cause as
much reduction in the ozone
percent (reasonable).
Although this seems large, layer as the present 'use of

Editor's note: Can solar
energy help solve the nation's
"energy" problems? Charles
Reinert, associate professor
of physics at Southwest S~
University, Marshall, has
examined the question-and
his conclusions follow In this,
the third and final article of a
series.

I

About the .author ...
Charles Reinert is an
associate professor of physics
at Southwest State University
in Marsh.all. He received his
Ph.D. in physics from the
University of Minnesota in
1969.
Reinert served on the
Governor's Energy Policy
Task Force for the State of
Minnesota in 1973. He has
been a member of the

Citizen's Advisory Committee
for _the Environmental Quality
Council since 1972 and chaired
the committee in 1975.
Reinert is also a member of
the alternative energy Task
Force under the Countryside
Council
in
'southwestern
Minnesota. Most of his work
has
related
directly
to
conservation and environmental issues.

instead of investment cred
freon propellants.
There may be another way.
"Growing" fuel on the land
Rather than pushing for especially when those j1
(biomass techniques) is pos- jobs per se, perhaps we should would reduce energy c
sible, but the fertilizer concentrate on cre_a ting jobs sumption.
Without serious-and p
requirements may be exces- which reduce or at least
sive-methane . production moderate energy consump- haps mandatory-energy
may be a way to go-although tion. While machines never duction measures, I see v,
collection problems and feas- strike, never need pensions little hope for the nation.
However, there is no rea~
ibilio/ .a re in do~bt. . .
and can be purchased with
why
our economy cam
Wtnd energy ts an tndrrect investment credit, they arei
continue
to grow withe
form o~ solar ener~y since the pretty energy intensive in
jeopardizing
our energy
sun dnves the wmds of the . general. Perhaps we should
atmosphere.
(One
writer give "employment credits" ture.
argues that . a large_ windmill
on every h1gh-tens1on tower
would result in an output of
ihe same order as our current
energy _requirements.)
tn bnef, I suggest:
. -P~t your m_oney into
insulation, ca11;lkmg, etc.,
before investing in any kind of
solar system for the home.
-There seems to be
substantial merit in simpliHEAVY DUTY STARTING UNITS
city-initial investment and
FOR .CAR-TRUCK
maintenance is less; my
feeling is that the very simple
solar units are not that much
less efficient than the really
St. Cloud & Central Minnesota
sophisticated units.
LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE
-There may be a few
peaking electrical solar plants
LIGHT & HEAVY DUTY TOWING
in the next 20 years, but it is
TRAILERS TRUCKS BUSES CARS
doubtful there will be a large
impact from really large solar
plants in the near future.
"TOWING IS OUR BUSINESS
Finally, it seems clear to me
. NOT A SIDELINE"
that alll18st NO amount of
research and development .in
new or old systems will solve
the energy problem unless the
rate of energy growth is·
reduced to nearly zero in the
not-too-distant future.
2 ENCLOSED STORAGE LOTS
There is, for example, much
CALL
concern over unemployment,.
2 LOCATIONS
but stimulating the economy
130 LINCOLN AVE. N.E.
1151 IT. GERMAIN ST.
to provide jobs also means
ST. CLOUD
greater energy consumption.

GRANITE~
CITY
~
TOWING INC.

RADIO Dl~ATCHED
Open 24 Hours

252-0700

White or
P'astels
Waist . sizes
. 25-36

Length to 36

r--------------------------good thru Feb. 18, 1977
I

Latest Raget

1

Buy One Pitcher~ !
i Get One
FREE!·
i
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!
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,

I,___________________________
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Nertlllrn D11111 Prlllll
111111111111111 Din Parka wllll IINd. 29" l~ngth, SU·

For A Change Of Pace. . .

per down nylon shell, snap closure ove~ 100 heavy weight de•
trin two way zipper, two large
storm pockets, elastic sleeve
bottoms, snap off hood, adjustable hood and waist band with
drawstrings.

Reg. 49.95

The Friendliest Bar In Town!

Now 34.88

Pliers Pocket
Farmers Jeans

k

Blue Denim
Waist sizes 25-42

28" Super Den NJ-

loa Prl1111 Nortll1m
Down FIii

80111

Vest

With full kidney
protector length, two front
storm pockets ,
snap
closure, reversable J
Reg. 24.95

Now$19.88

LENGTHS TO 36

